2019 K-COMMUNITies
K-COMMUNITY FESTIVAL (KCF) is a new Korean cultural festival launched
through KOCIS and KOFICE in 2019. With everything from Korea’s oldest traditions
to the latest K-POP hits, the K-COMMUNITY FESTIVAL will present the ‘Korean
wave’ in its various forms so the audience may discover new and interesting aspects
of the K-Culture!

K-pop line ups
dreamcatcher
DREAMCATCHER consists of seven
members: JiU, SuA, Siyeon, Handong,
Yoohyeon, Dami and Gahyeon. They
ofﬁcially debuted in 2017 with the single
album Nightmare and its title track “Chase
Me”. As a beloved K-POP girl group
overseas, Dreamcatcher recently wrapped
up a successful world tour with stops in
Europe, South America and Asia.

up10tion
UP10TION released their latest album
with eight members: Jihoo, Kuhn, Kogyeol,
Bitto, Sunyoul, Gyujin, Hwanhee and Xiao.
The group debuted with an extended play
(EP) Top Secret in 2015. UP10TION has a
strong international fanbase and
previously had a successful concert tour in
Japan, North America and Europe.

daebak korea - Buchaechum
Daebak Korea is an organization founded in the beginning
of 2018 in Essen, Germany.
They arrange events like Daebak Korea Festival, K-Café
or K-Karaoke to support and popularize Korean Culture
in Germany.

Kingdom of hearts - minyo
Kingdom of Hearts is a newly-formed Minyo (Korean Folk
Singing) group based in the United Kingdom. The group is
made up of 7 K-Pop Academy graduates with diverse
backgrounds and nationalities who share a passion for
K-Pop and K-Culture. The group aims to promote
traditional folk singing as well as K-Pop in the UK.

dwd spain - talchum
DWD Spain is a cover dance group from Madrid that
focuses on covering K-pop choreographies. Formed in
2016 by Sandra Rico, with initially ﬁve members, now is a
bigger group with as much as ten members participating
in covers at any time. They have performed at
international and national K-pop related events and are
active in promoting Korean culture.

keun soriro - samulnori
Traditional Korean Drums Samulnori Team “Keun soriro –
큰 소리로” consists of students of Korean Philology at
Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznan, Poland. In the
form of a school club, they meet after classes to practice
and perform at various events, both academic and
non-academic.

hALLYU wAVE

entire schedule
12:00 - 18:00

HALLYU WAVE

18:00 - 19:00

INTERMISSION

19:00 - 20:00

DOORS OPEN FOR THE CONCERT

20:00 - 22:00

K-COMMUNITY FESTIVAL CONCERT

HALLYU WAVE is an annual Korean Cultural Festival organized by
K-Pop Belgium Society with the support of the Korean Cultural Center
Brussels and KOFICE. Each year Hallyu Wave brings you a wide variety of
activities, both traditional and contemporary. These actitivies range from
K-Pop dance classes to a calligraphy workshop and even a chance to take a
picture in a Hanbok.
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